
USHA AND SONS ENTERPRISES MANUFRACTURE OF KNITTED 

AND READYMADE GARMENTS



ABOUT US

Usha And Sons Enterprises, a export & domestic-oriented knitted and readymade 
garments manufacturing company, was established in the dawn of the Usha & Sons 

Enterprises . 
During its journey over the last One year, U&S has achieved remarkable evolution and is 
now one of the manufacturers and exporters of ready-made and knitted garments in the 

country. When it comes to garments, U&S is a “cut above the rest”. Being a fully-
integrated vertical composite unit, from fabric to the finished garment, U&S prides itself 

in offering to its customers a one-stop solution to all garments demands. We are a 
technology driven company that strives to constantly improve its production processes, 

while closely preserving our commitment towards highest quality and guaranteed 
customer satisfaction. Privately owned and family operated for more than year , we take 
immense pride in our dedicated team and the high quality of textiles and garments that 

we Manu-facture and export to different parts of the world. We, as a nation, are 
gradually earning the reputation of an emerging global market, and we are honored to 

contribute to this universal success.



OUR VISION

To become the benchmark manufacturing company for the textiles and garments industry providing world-class products 

through the integrity, teamwork and creativity of our people driven by our constant commitment to outstanding overall 

customer satisfaction.

OUR MISSION

To become the benchmark manufacturing company for the textiles and garments industry providing world-class products 

through the integrity, teamwork and creativity of our people driven by our constant commitment to outstanding overall 

customer satisfaction. To deliver high-quality products and exceptional services to our customers by harmoniously blending 

safety, quality and efficiency while diligently maintaining our integrity, honesty and dedication towards environmental and 

social responsibilities. 





OUR TECHNOLOGY

Based at the Extension of Noida , in Uttar Pradesh , India, the total square area of the composite unit is 20000 square 

feet at present, with four new floors on the vertical integration agenda. Our commitment to constantly upgrading our 

infrastructure and resources is well-evident from our array of state-of-the-art machinery and equipment. 

Knitted Machinery

SL No Type of Machine Brand Model No Origin Capacity Qty Knitting Machinery  

1 Malty Gauge Knitting Machine Gold Plus 8,10,12GG (3 system)China  8Set 

2 Neck Tape Knitted Machine 2 system 12gg , India 1 Set 

3 Rewinding Machine 9 Rewinder Double Roll , India 1 Set 

Total 10set



Washing Machinery

1 Tumbler 15 ltr Fab Wear Fully Automatic, India 1 Set

2 Hydro 25 ltr Fab Wear Fully Automatic, India 1 Set

3 Washing Machine Whirlpool Fully Automatic 1 Set

Total 3 Set

Sewing Machinery

1 Linking Machine 11GG LPM 11GG, India 7 Set

2 Linking Machine 8 GG LPM 8 GG, India 5 Set

3 Stretching Machine (Single Needle) High Lead GC188(Sami Automatic), Japan 23Set

4 Over Lock (Five Thread) High Lead GM 288(Sami Automatic),Japan 6 Set

5 Flat Lock Sun Star SC 7310/M , Indian 5 Set

6 Steam Press Duke 3hp , China 3Set

7 Single Strich Machine LPI D-6, India 2Set

Total 51Set



PRODUCTION AREA AND MACHINERY



Our investment into an ever-expanding machinery list coupled with 

our commitment towards optimum efficiency enables us to obtain 

highest levels of  productivity at minimum costs; a benefit which is 

eventually passed on to our customers. Our production capacities is 

600 Pecs of  knitted garments every day or avg. of  15,000 Pecs 

every month.



OUR PRODUCTS

Women’s Fashion



Kid’s Fashion





Miscellaneous style’s 



THROW



SAMPLE KNITS



QUALITY GUARANTE E SYSTEM

From its inception, one of the main objectives of U&S has been to provide buyer’s

satisfaction by offering quality products on time. Through our planned infrastructure,

competent management and perfected organizational collaboration, we aim to maintain our

quality consciousness which, in turn, enables us to preserve our customer’s continued

patronage. U&S ever-growing reputation in the garments fraternity is based on a simple

but unwed U&S ring philosophy that runs through every aspect of our production process:

QUALITY!

To ensure such quality, our internal Quality Assurance Department (QAD), under the

leadership of highly experienced quality manager, along with a team of well-trained quality

inspectors, are operating the QAD independently and autonomously of the production team.

Our QAD is subjected to continuous training to meet the new developments in the industry,

and works towards quality assurance using the most sophisticated and modern technology

and techniques.

The pursuit of excellence has honed our QAD to the extent that our in-depth accountability

can trace each single apparel to persons who U&S individually stitched, checked or supervised the process, even 

after the manufacturing course has long been complete. Lower defects percentage even by international standards 

and a dwindling number of customer concerns reinforce our belief in our quality guarantee system.



WORKING WITH.



CONTACT INFORMATION

OFFICE ADD:-

204, Udhyog Kendra 1,Eco-tech 3 ,Greater Noida West 

GAUTAM BUDHH NAGAR , U.P ,INDIA, 201306

Phone : +91 7982337725,+91 9818548076

E-mail : amit.ushaandsons@gmail.com

FACTORY ADD:-

Usha And Sons ENTERPRISES , 

Main Road Patwari , Greater Noida West

GAUTAM BUDHH NAGAR , U.P , INDIA,201306

Phone : +91 7982337725,+91 9818548076

Phone :+91 8279686139

mailto:amit.ushaandsons@gmail.com

